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Back Talk — On First Looking into My Inbox
Column Editor: Jim O’Donnell (University Librarian, Arizona State University) <jod@asu.edu>

I

never get enough email. Heaven knows, I
try, but whatever I do, I can never seem to
get my email total over a couple of hundred
a day. I miss the scammers who used to write
all the time: made me feel useful, sitting there
harrumphing and pounding the delete key,
wondering why they didn’t make a better effort
to sucker me in.
But, now that I’m a librarian, I’m finding
there are limits after all. No sooner had my
appointment been announced than I started to
get a stream of warm, friendly messages from
people who had just — what do you know?
— published books they were sure our library
would be interested in. Knowing how considerate these people are in choosing to write to me
directly about these fine volumes, you won’t be
surprised that a very high percentage of them
are books with heartwarming stories with no
possible audience in an academic library.
I hit the delete key and move on. That
leaves room in the inbox for the cold-calling
vendors. It’s remarkable how many people
have got just the solution to our library’s needs
and would be happy to talk about their offerings
sometime in the next week. Since I’ve rarely
heard of them or their companies, it’s kind of
them to tell me about their revolutionary new
technology and to volunteer to sit down to
explain it all.
But wait a minute: Don’t we have a highly
trained and dazzlingly competent professional
staff whose job it is to find the right products
and services and figure out which of them we
need and can afford? Yes, and they know way
more about such things than I do. Sorry. I hit
the delete key and move on.
There’s another layer of mail after that,
from the vendors we do business with. A
surprising number will be at the next library
conference and only too happy to see me there,
even invite me to special opportunity dinners
at really nice restaurants, where the quality of
the food and wine will have no effect on my
professional evaluation of their products. Me,

I’m a student of the ancient saint who said in
his Confessions that he was still never sure
which temptation he’d give into next, so I take
a pass on lots of those opportunities too. I do
enjoy getting to know our key partners, but
I’m a lot happier doing that when staff have
helped me understand how to advance our
interests by doing so and not just sit through
another sales call. I decline regretfully, then
delete and move on.
And what the blazes is this? I’ve got a
LinkedIn notification here, so now I’ll click
on it. I rarely do more than click “yes” when
somebody wants to connect with me (or “no”
if it’s a complete stranger, of which there are
many). But this time it’s a vanilla-flavored
invitation from a search firm I’ve never heard
of, to apply for a library director job I know
little about and am not interested in. Say what?
Doesn’t this type of recruitment make one feel
all warm and fuzzy? Do you wonder if the firm
is counting everybody they’ve sent a robo-message to on LinkedIn as a part of their pool?
What are the chances that a real human being
at that search firm knows who their contacts
are? Well, I’d like to write back and tell them
a thing or two, but one has to be nice to search
firms: you never know when we’ll be trying
to persuade this one to think well of somebody
or, for that matter, when I’ll be back out on the
street looking for work myself!
Now the inbox is getting pretty empty, I’m
sorry to say, so maybe I’ll spend a little quality
time on Facebook, catching up with dachshund
and donkey videos. And when I come back,
if I’m lucky, I’ll start getting to the good stuff.
One great message arrived a couple of days
ago from a department chair who’s fuming
because something’s not working between his
faculty and their library contacts, and he wants
to talk. I’m obviously not delighted he’s got
a problem, but I’m thrilled that he thought to
write and let us work together to sort out any
misunderstandings. Once upon a time in my
CIO days, we discussed charging people for
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asking questions of their IT support personnel,
and one of our smartest wizards said, “Heck,
I’d rather pay them for asking” — and that’s
always been my philosophy. We need to know
what the problems are, and I’m happy when
they show up in my inbox.
There’s even more interesting email behind
that: mail from our own Library staff. Sure,
there’s the usual back and forth with direct
reports tinkering with a draft message to send
out this week, but prose-crafting gets pretty
ordinary after a while. What I find most valuable and save for last are the messages from
staff with questions or ideas. Obviously, I can’t
meddle in operational decisions or become a
wailing wall for complaints about co-workers
or the like — what has to go through channels
will have to go through channels. But ASU
library has a couple hundred smart and interesting colleagues, all of whom know at least
some aspects of our library much better than I
ever could. Nothing brightens my day like a
message from one of them, calling an article
to my attention or crowing a little about a colleague’s achievement, or alerting me to a new
opportunity. In fact, we are putting into place
an “innovation advisory group” that will help
staff contribute ideas (and let other staff help
refine those ideas) for ways to improve our
services. There’s creativity and imagination to
be found everywhere in the library’s buildings.
So how much is left in my inbox? You can
predict that if you ask me two questions: have
you traveled lately and what day of the week
is it? If the answers are “no” and “Sunday,”
I have a pretty good chance of being down in
the very low dozens. If the answer to the first
is “oh, yes,” then the number is heading north.
We all have different panic attack levels, and
mine is around 100. Right now it’s Sunday,
no travel, and I just got from 59 to 44 and by
golly I’m going to stick to it.
But I sure hope I get some email tomorrow.

@Brunning: People & Technology
from page 85
So the stacks, rows of them, are quiet, dark,
silent. We hope the volumes that remain will
reach out to readers — every book, a reader, every reader, a book — but books are dumb paper
unless pulled off-the-shelf and read. And Google
has read them once, and they, both Google and
the books, stand ready to uncover their secrets
at the mere tap of the keys.
So the rows are here to remind us of a once
glorious era of the book, a once glorious era of
print learning. I wander them and wonder which
ones my eye will land upon, which one I will pull
from the shelf, which ones I will read, standing
alone in a row, illumined by wan light angling
from a narrow vertical window.
I smile even as my smile turns to horror
eyes as the reshelving robot passes by peeping
a warning, a telling warning.
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